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Abstract: Urban color, primarily emanating from building façades and roofs, plays a pivotal role
in shaping a city’s image and influencing people’s overall impression. Understanding the nuances
of color patterns contributes significantly to unraveling the uniqueness and identity of a city. This
study introduces a statistical method for the systematic analysis of urban color and macroscopic
urban structure. Specifically, we employ drones to collect and extract building roof and façade colors
in the main urban area of Hangzhou, mapping these colors to the HSV color space. Subsequently,
we establish a random walk model and an origin–destination trip model within the urban trans-
portation network to simulate the movement of people. Our experiments reveal robust correlations
between façade and roof values and passing frequency (with the Pearson correlations reaching 0.70).
Through a rigorous statistical analysis, we gain insights into the distribution of urban color and the
impact of architectural structures on color variations, identifying potential patterns or trends. By
integrating color data with architectural structure data, our systematic research method deepens the
understanding of the visual features that define cities. Beyond theoretical exploration, this approach
offers practical insights for building planning and design. This study not only sheds light on the
relationship between architectural structures and urban color but also provides valuable guidance for
future urban development initiatives.
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1. Introduction

Urban color research primarily focuses on the colors of building façades and roofs,
constituting a multifaceted subject that intersects various disciplines, including urban
planning, design, psychology, and culture [1–3]. Diverse perspectives contribute to the
exploration of urban color, yielding numerous compelling results. Boeri outlined a theo-
retical framework and operational concepts in a study aimed at exploring and validating
the prerequisites of an urban color approach [4]. This underscores the pivotal role that
urban color plays in the realm of planning and design. Researchers and planners delve
into how color influences people’s perceptions, shaping their experiences within the urban
environment and guiding the functionality of urban spaces [5–7]. From a psychological
standpoint, urban color exerts an impact on individual emotions, mental well-being, and
behaviors. Through psychological experiments and surveys, researchers scrutinize the
effects of different colors on people’s emotions and cognition, seeking to comprehend
the public’s responses to color choices in urban settings [8,9]. In the cultural dimension,
colors carry diverse meanings within various cultural and social contexts [10]. Researchers
explore the intricate connections between color, cultural values, historical traditions, and
social identities.

Wang et al. conducted a comprehensive study on the color attributes of residential
buildings through field investigations, introducing evaluation factors for grading [11].
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The authors then found that Shanghai residential buildings are “warm-colored” in hue,
“bright” in lightness, and “partially white” in chromatics. Subsequent research expanded
on this to include samples of traditional buildings and residences featuring a fusion of
Chinese and Western elements in Shanghai, Suzhou, and Nanxun, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The selection of urban colors is acknowledged as a reflection of local cultural and so-
cial characteristics [12]. Moreover, certain studies delve into the pivotal role of urban
colors in promoting sustainable urban development. Considerations such as enhancing
building energy efficiency, incorporating urban greenery, and mitigating the heat island
effect are explored [13,14]. These diverse investigations contribute collectively to a holis-
tic understanding of urban color, underscoring its multifaceted significance within the
urban environment.

Figure 1. Samples of traditional buildings and dwellings in a combination of Chinese and Western
elements in Shanghai, Suzhou, and Nanxun, respectively.

With the advent of information technology, researchers can conduct comprehensive
analyses of color distribution in urban areas, leveraging modern technologies such as
satellite imagery, drones, and computer simulations. These advanced approaches facilitate
an objective and quantitative exploration of the urban color environment, contributing
to a nuanced understanding of spatial distribution and trends. Chen et al. pioneered a
method to quantitatively measure color harmony in five global metropolises—London,
Tokyo, Chicago, Paris, and Beijing—utilizing a Python program and Sentinel-2A data [15].
However, this top–down approach presents challenges in terms of accurately capturing
the colors of building façades. In order to address this limitation, Zhong et al. proposed
a deep learning-based technique to map urban façade colors using street-view imagery.
They introduced the concept of the dominant color of the urban façade (DCUF), adopted as
an indicator for describing urban façade color. A case study in Shenzhen demonstrated
the measurement of urban façade color using Baidu Street View panoramas, resulting in
city-scale mapping across irregular geographical units and regular grids [16]. Despite its
merits, street-view imagery data have limitations, including potential insufficient real-time
updates, potential obstructions between buildings or from vegetation, and variations in
lighting conditions due to the time of capture and weather conditions.

The exploration of urban colors extends into the realms of social science and cultural
studies, where researchers delve into the symbolic meanings of colors across different
cultures and social contexts. The choices of colors are scrutinized for their reflection of
and impact on the social structure and cultural identity of a city. Gou et al. conducted a
comprehensive survey and evaluation of present architectural colors in real urban spaces,
assessing aspects such as materials, functions, environmental relationships, and color codes
while investigating residents’ attitudes toward current and future architectural colors [17].
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Li et al. delved into the harmony of building façade colors in the CIELAB color space,
exploring the relationships between color attributes (hue, lightness, and chroma) and har-
mony, as well as the differences in color attributes and harmony [18]. Zhou et al. proposed
an efficient approach for evaluating the harmoniousness of building façade colors on a
large scale, employing street-view images and a deep learning algorithm [19]. Leveraging
digital image processing and computer vision technologies enables the automation of
large-scale urban image data analysis. For instance, Zhang et al. introduced a quantitative
method to study the color of landmark landscape architecture, demonstrated through a
case study on Sacred Heart Cathedral Jinan [20]. Yang explored people’s visual experiences
of seasonal color changes in the environment, presenting an approach that combines color
analysis and information visualization for analyzing and communicating environmental
colors [21]. Shen et al. selected four typical urban parks in Nanjing to study color character-
istics using color harmony and suitability degrees, quantitatively evaluated based on the
Moon–Spencer (MS) color harmony theory [22].

When it comes to collecting and correcting color data for extensive urban building
areas, traditional methods, such as manual measurement and manned aerial photography,
exhibit certain limitations. The recent advancements in drone technology offer a transfor-
mative solution, enhancing both the precision and efficiency of color data collection while
reducing personnel workload. The robust development of drone technology provides us
with an opportunity to acquire richer visual information, including detailed insights into
building colors and textures. This capability allows for a more accurate representation of
the desired external features related to building colors. Subsequently, our analysis of urban
color employs two models: the random walk model and the origin–destination trip model.
These models simulate the movement of people within a transportation network [23,24].
Given that citizens’ travel patterns are inherently intertwined with urban structure dynam-
ics [25], these models find extensive applications in areas such as traffic planning and urban
design. They enable researchers to investigate how individuals navigate and choose paths
in urban environments, contributing valuable insights to urban planning practices [26].

The urban transportation network is a pivotal determinant of people’s travel pat-
terns, influencing architectural styles, functional layouts, and color configurations along
roads [27]. This study uniquely focuses on roads as intentional elements, integrating them
into the broader exploration of urban color. While traditional road projects in urban de-
sign primarily center on static analysis, elements like the rational degree, the hierarchical
relationship of road design, and the scale proportion between roads and building façades re-
main crucial for understanding urban color dynamics. The random walk model, a classical
dynamical model in network analysis, serves as a mathematical tool to simulate the random
walking behavior of individuals in an urban environment [28]. Grounded in randomness,
this model attempts to replicate citizens’ behavior in choosing paths without predefined
destinations. Individuals move along the urban transportation network, randomly select-
ing directions for their next step, influenced by factors such as the attractiveness of the
environment, road width, and population density. Through extensive simulations, the
model generates statistical insights into citizens’ behaviors, providing valuable information
about urban transportation network characteristics, including hotspots and congestion [29].
In contrast, the origin–destination (OD) trip model in urban transportation networks simu-
lates the purposeful walking behavior of individuals with specific destinations [30]. Unlike
the random walk model, the OD trip model assumes that citizens have specific goals or
destinations, considering factors such as the shortest path, quickest arrival time, or other
relevant considerations in their decision-making process. This model is versatile, account-
ing for a wide range of individual destinations, including workplaces, business districts,
and residential areas. The choice of starting points and endpoints in the destination trip
is influenced by functional areas within the urban context [31]. It incorporates individual
preferences, the mode of transportation choices, and other factors influencing travel de-
cisions. It is also revealed that trip purpose is anticipated by income, size, distance, and
travel time via statistics [32]. In this study, we employ both the random walk model and
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the origin–destination trip model in a transportation network, analyzing the relationship
between activities and urban color by simulating the movement of people. This approach
facilitates the calculation of roads with the highest passing frequency, helping identify
primary and secondary regions. Moreover, it enables the identification of core research
directions and actual carriers at the macro scale.

In this paper, we meticulously articulate our study’s objectives as follows: (i) Our
primary goal is to delve into the intricacies of urban color dynamics, with a specific focus
on the hues adorning building façades and roofs in the bustling urban hub of Hangzhou.
(ii) We aspire to establish meaningful correlations between urban color patterns and the
broader scope of macroscopic urban structures. This entails unraveling the influence of ar-
chitectural features on the kaleidoscope of colors that grace the urban environment. (iii) Our
study is geared toward the development and application of advanced statistical methods,
providing a systematic and in-depth analysis of urban color. This entails harnessing the
capabilities of drones for precise data collection and employing sophisticated statistical
models to simulate the nuanced movements of people within the intricate web of the urban
transportation network. By enumerating and explicitly articulating these objectives in the
introduction, our intent is to furnish readers with a clear and navigable roadmap, ensuring
that the aspirations of our study are evident and readily accessible.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

In this research, we chose the urban area of Hangzhou as our study area. Hangzhou,
situated in Zhejiang Province, People’s Republic of China, holds significance as a prefecture-
level city, provincial capital, and subprovincial city. It stands out as a pivotal political,
economic, cultural, scientific, educational, and financial center, along with being a trans-
portation hub in Zhejiang Province [33]. Recognized as a national megacity and the central
city in the southern wing of the Yangtze River Delta, Hangzhou’s strategic location and
multifaceted role make it a compelling focus for our study. Located in the northern part
of Zhejiang Province along the southeast coast of China, Hangzhou is positioned at the
lower reaches of the Qiantang River. By encompassing a total land area of 16,853 km2,
with the urban area covering 8292 km2, Hangzhou’s geographical co-ordinates range from
approximately 29°11’ to 30°34’ north latitude and 118°20’ to 120°44’ east longitude. As of
the end of 2020, the city boasted a permanent population of 11.94 million, with 10.71 million
residing in the urban area [34].

Being the economic, cultural, technological, and educational nucleus of Zhejiang
Province, Hangzhou experiences high-density urban development, resembling the environ-
mental characteristics typical of major cities in developing countries. Renowned as a key
national scenic tourist city, Hangzhou features the iconic West Lake Scenic Area located
in its central part, showcasing diverse street types [35]. The city’s global prominence is
underscored by hosting events like the 2016 G20 Summit and the 2018 World Short Track
Speed Skating Championships and its upcoming role as the host city for the 2023 Asian
Games [36].

Our choice of Hangzhou as the study area is rooted in several key considerations:
(i) Architectural diversity: Hangzhou’s rich tapestry of architectural styles, ranging from
traditional structures to modern designs, provides a unique opportunity to investigate a
wide spectrum of building colors. This diversity enables us to capture nuances in urban
aesthetics that may not be present in more homogeneous urban environments. (ii) Cultural
significance: Hangzhou’s deep cultural history presents an intriguing case for studying the
interplay between architectural color and cultural identity. The color choices in buildings
may be influenced by cultural values and historical traditions, contributing to a more
nuanced understanding of urban color dynamics. (iii) Economic and technological hub: As
a prominent economic and technological hub in China, Hangzhou represents a city at the
forefront of development. This provides an opportunity to explore how economic factors
and technological advancements influence urban color patterns, contributing insights
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that may be applicable to rapidly growing urban centers globally. (iv) Aesthetic appeal:
Hangzhou’s scenic beauty and its status as a tourist attraction make it an ideal setting to
study how visual elements such as building colors contribute to the overall impression
of a city. (v) Transportation network: The intricate transportation network in Hangzhou
provides a complex urban structure for analysis. Studying the correlation between building
colors and the transportation network allows us to explore how visual elements may
be influenced by (and, in turn, influence) the city’s macroscopic structure. In summary,
Hangzhou’s architectural diversity, cultural significance, economic prominence, aesthetic
appeal, and the complexity of its urban structure collectively position it as an optimal
location for our research on urban color dynamics.

The specific focus of our study is the core block bordering the central urban area and
the West Lake Scenic Area, as depicted in Figure 2. This area extends from the East Ring
Road and Jiangcheng Road in the east to the West Ring Road and Nanshan Road in the
west, the North Ring Road in the north, and the area within Wansongling Road in the south,
covering an area of approximately 10km2. Roughly demarcated by West Lake, Phoenix
Mountain, the Beijing–Hangzhou Grand Canal, and the Tiesha River, it remains the most
representative urban area in Hangzhou. This area exhibits high development density and
significant human activities and has been studied from various aspects [37–39]. The overlap
of a high-density urban center with a scenic area results in various differences in land use
types, influencing the pattern of urban color [40].

Figure 2. (a) The geographical location of Hangzhou (study city), accompanied by longitude and
latitude coordinates. (b) The transportation network structure in urban Hangzhou (study area). The
geographic data are provided by OpenStreetMap.

2.2. The Collection of Urban Color

Following the introduction of the study area and materials, our next focus is on
describing the methods employed in this research. Figure 3 presents a comprehensive
method flow chart, providing a visual overview of the research process.

Utilizing drones for the collection of rich and highly generalized color data is a critical
step in extracting accurate principal component colors, establishing precise architectural
color visualization models, and mapping the relationship between color spaces before and
after calibration. Therefore, drone collection operations require meticulous control over
specific drone flight variables while ensuring maximum diversity in the collected drone
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aerial images [41]. In general, assuming the target architectural area to be photographed
is a rectangular region, the flight altitude is initially determined based on the height and
scale of the target architectural area. At this altitude, multiple zigzag paths are flown at
regular intervals to cover the corresponding rectangular area [42]. Along each path, photos
are taken at regular intervals, maintaining a constant overlap rate in both the horizontal
and vertical flight directions.

Before the actual drone deployment, the selection of an appropriate time is crucial
considering that weather conditions significantly impact the shooting results. It is advisable
to fly the drone on clear or overcast days, with a preference for noon flights to minimize
the shadow area cast by buildings. Subsequently, the drone is launched, following the
planned route and capturing photos at regular intervals. During the actual flight, fixing
the tilt angle of the drone camera gimbal, usually set at 45 degrees, is crucial. Additionally,
camera parameters, such as the aperture, shutter speed, white balance, ISO, etc., are
properly configured and fixed for consistency [43]. The use of the shutter priority mode
during shooting is recommended to avoid exposure time discrepancies that may lead to
shooting errors.

Figure 3. Process flow of the research.

2.3. Image Preprocessing

The collected photos undergo image preprocessing using software, such as Photoshop
(https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html, accessed on 28 November 2023),

https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html
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leveraging the distortion correction files provided by the drone camera to rectify image
distortions [44]. Because images acquired at different time intervals may exhibit varying
brightness and color effects due to distinct lighting conditions, illumination compensation
becomes crucial during the image preprocessing stage to enhance the accuracy of the
captured images [45].

In the first step, the images are mapped into the HSV space, and the hue, saturation,
and value channel values of each pixel are recorded as hxy, sxy, and vxy, where x and y
denote the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of the pixel, respectively. Taking a single
image as an example, the illumination compensation module represents the pixels on the
image using HSV color space co-ordinates and calculates the overall illumination gain for
the entire image set by

Vi =
1

wi · hi

wi

∑
x=0

hi

∑
y=0

vi(x, y). (1)

Here, Vi indicates the illumination gain of image i, wi represents the width, hi repre-
sents the height of image i, and vi(x, y) represents the value in the HSV color space for
the pixel (x, y) of image i. Subsequently, the average illumination gain for the entire set of
images is calculated as

Vave =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Vi, (2)

where Vave represents the illumination gain for the entire set of images, and N represents
the total number of images in the set.

Following this, the illumination compensation module computes the scaling factor kV
i

based on the illumination gain Vi of each image in the set in the HSV color space and the
average illumination gain Vave of the entire set

kV
i =

Vi
VAve

. (3)

Finally, the illumination compensation module multiplies the V co-ordinates of all the
pixels in the image in the HSV color space by the scaling factor kV

i , resulting in an image
set with color balance for further calibration.

2.4. Color Extraction

The oblique aerial images captured by drones include GPS co-ordinates and camera
poses for each image acquisition, and these contain inherent geographic information data
for the buildings. This allows for the precise localization of architectural areas by leveraging
the geographic information data obtained from the captured oblique aerial images. In
this process, regions corresponding to the buildings are extracted from the oblique aerial
images [46]. Specifically, oblique aerial data of the buildings and their corresponding
semantic segmentation masks are acquired. These masks are then employed to designate
colors in the oblique aerial data that do not belong to the building areas as black [47,48].

At this juncture, urban color comprises phenomenological data representing all build-
ing colors and pertinent urban characteristics. These characteristics are parametrically
expressed in digital space after being identified by computers. The data encompass the
location of urban buildings and the values of the three channels of the HSV color space for
the façade color and roof color. Additionally, it includes the urban population density, the
structure of the urban transportation network, and the positions of the urban building clus-
ters. The images depicting the collected façade and roof colors in Hangzhou’s main urban
area are illustrated in Figure 4. Notably, the roof color of the buildings in the main urban
area of Hangzhou appears much darker than the façade color overall. In the subsequent
section, we will delve into the analysis of the correlation coefficients between the urban
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human flow characteristics and the three-channel values of the HSV color space for the
urban façade and roof colors.

Figure 4. (a) Façade color drawn by the collected colors in the main urban area of Hangzhou. (b) Roof
color drawn by the collected colors in the same area.

2.5. Random Walk Model in a Transportation Network

In this section, we employ the classic random walk model in the urban transportation
network to simulate people’s movement [28], analyzing their passing frequency and its
correlation with the color of the surrounding building roofs and façades. Initially, we
obtain the structure of the transportation network in the study area, describing it using
the adjacency matrix A. The elements of the adjacency matrix Aij are defined as 1 if there
are edges between node i and node j and 0 if there are no edges between them. Suppose
that at time step t, an individual is at node i in the network. In the subsequent step, t + 1,
the individual will randomly traverse an edge of the node, i, with an equal probability of
reaching a specific neighbor of node i. If pi(t) denotes the probability of someone being at
node i in step t, then the probability of being at node j in step t + 1 is given by

pj(t + 1) = pi(t) ·
Aij

Σn
j=1 Aij

. (4)

When a person walks randomly for T steps, we record the frequency of passing
through each node and edge, enabling us to calculate the frequency and conduct quantita-
tive research on the main nodes and edges in the network.

Figure 5 illustrates a random walk process in the study area in the form of a heat map,
with T set to 4000. When observing the progression, after 100 steps, only a small portion of
the entire network has been traversed. By the 500th step, approximately half of the entire
transportation network is covered. After 1000 steps, the passed intersections and road
sections encompass most of the area. At 2000 steps, the trajectory covers the majority of the
transportation network and starts repeating at certain intersections or sections. Notably,
whiter sections in the heat map indicate higher frequencies of passing. After 4000 steps,
almost all intersections and sections have been traversed, with the process continually
repeating at several key intersections and sections. The higher the frequency of repetition,
the more crucial these intersections and sections are deemed in the transportation network.
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Figure 5. A random walk process in the transportation network of urban Hangzhou.

2.6. Origin–Destination Trip Model

In this study, we leverage the origin–destination (OD) trip model in the urban trans-
portation network to simulate the organized movements of people [49]. Our analysis
focuses on their passing frequency and the correlation with the color of the surrounding
building roofs and façades. Additionally, we consider functional areas, illustrating them in
the main urban area of Hangzhou in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The main functional area in urban Hangzhou.

In Figure 6, the gray area (A) represents commercial complexes, hospitals, railway
stations, and attractions, indicating the highest population density. The pink area (B)
generally signifies residential areas with a moderate population density. The purple area
(C) corresponds to business offices, schools, and public institutions, indicating a relatively
lower population density. During the OD trip process, the probability distribution of the
starting and ending points is set as π = [0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1]. This implies that for each trip, the
probability of the intersection within the gray area (A) as the starting and ending point is
0.4, the probability of the intersection within the pink area (B) is 0.3, and the probability
within the purple area (C) is 0.2. The probability of other intersections as starting and
ending points is 0.1. Subsequently, we apply the OD trip model to the transportation
network in urban Hangzhou, where a person randomly selects a pair of starting and ending
points for each trip according to the probability distribution π.

Figure 7 illustrates an OD trip process in the study area in the form of a heat map, with
a total of 500 trips considered. After 100 random trips, only a few main roads in the central
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part of the network are traversed. By the 200th trip, coverage extends to roughly half of
the central area of the network. After 300 trips, the passed road sections encompass the
majority of the area. Following 400 trips, the intersections and sections covering most of the
transportation network are traversed, with the whiter sections indicating a higher frequency
of passing. Upon reaching 500 trips, the person has traversed nearly all intersections and
sections in the entire transportation network, repeatedly passing through key intersections
in the central area. Ultimately, our observation reveals that the higher the frequency of
repeated intersections and roads, the more significant these intersections and roads are in
the transportation network, according to this model.

Figure 7. An origin–destination trip process in the transportation network of urban Hangzhou.

2.7. Correlation Analysis

The Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) is a widely used statistical measure to assess the
degree of correlation between two variables, with values ranging from −1 to 1 [50]. In this
article, our analysis focuses on the passing frequency of people’s movement in the urban
structure and the three-channel values of the roof and façade color of the surrounding
buildings in the HSV space. For a passing frequency vector, X, and a certain channel value
vector, Y, the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ is calculated as follows:

ρ =
Σn

i=1(Xi − X̄) · (Yi − Ȳ)√
Σn

i=1(Xi − X̄)2 ·
√

Σn
i=1(Yi − Ȳ)2

, (5)

where Xi represents the i-th value of variable X, and X̄ represents the average value of
the variable. It is important to note that the positive or negative value of ρ indicates the
correlation properties of the two variables. If ρ > 0, it signifies a positive correlation,
indicating that as one variable increases, the other also increases. Conversely, if ρ < 0, the
two variables exhibit a negative correlation, implying that as one variable increases, the
other decreases. Additionally, the absolute value of ρ represents the degree of correlation
between the two variables. The greater the absolute value, the stronger the correlation. A
correlation with an absolute value greater than 0.7 is considered strong, between 0.4 and
0.7 is moderate, between 0.2 and 0.4 is weak, and less than 0.2 indicates a very weak or
uncorrelated relationship between the two variables.

In summary of the methods, the research methodology follows a systematic process
flow. Initially, we acquired urban color metadata, followed by image preprocessing and
color extraction procedures. Simultaneously, the metadata of urban structures was ob-
tained, leading to the application of mathematical models and the extraction of statistical
characteristics. Finally, a correlation analysis was conducted to examine the relationships
between urban color features and urban structure features.

3. Results

We commence our analysis by examining the Pearson correlation coefficients between
the random walk process in the transportation network and the three-channel values of the
HSV color space for the urban façade and roof colors.
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The outcomes of the random walk process are presented in the form of a heat map
in Figure 8, showcasing the frequency of each road section in the random walk model.
The intensity of the road section’s color indicates the frequency of passage, with the
whiter sections signifying higher frequencies. Subsequently, we delve into the correlation
coefficients between the passing frequency in the random walk model and the façade and
roof colors in the HSV color space, as depicted in Figure 9. Our analysis reveals a moderate
correlation between the passing frequency and façade hue (a Pearson correlation coefficient
of −0.45). However, the correlation with the façade saturation is only weak (a Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.32), and the correlation with the façade value is very weak (a
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.19). Turning to roof color, we observe a weak correlation
with the passing frequency for the roof hue (a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.22) and
a moderate correlation for the roof saturation (a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.44). The
highest correlation is noted between the passing frequency and roof value, indicating a
strong correlation (a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.82).

Figure 8. Frequency heat maps of each road in urban Hangzhou based on the random walk model in
the transportation network, accompanied by the (a) façade color and (b) roof color, respectively.

In the subsequent analysis, we focus on scrutinizing the Pearson correlation coefficients
between the OD trip process in the transportation network and the three-channel values
of the HSV color space for urban façade and roof colors. By employing computational
tools, we extract the color information of the façades and roofs along high-frequency road
sections, and the results are illustrated in Figure 10. In this context, each iteration of a
person’s travel, determined by the probability distribution π, contributes to recording the
frequency of passage through each node and edge. This allows us to conduct a quantitative
exploration of the key intersection sections in the network based on the OD trip mode.
Subsequently, the simulation results for the main urban area of Hangzhou are presented
in the form of a heat map in Figure 10, where a whiter road section indicates a higher
passing frequency.
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Figure 9. Correlation analysis between passing frequency based on the random walk model and
urban color in the HSV color space.

Figure 10. Frequency heat maps of each road in urban Hangzhou based on the OD trip model in the
transportation network, accompanied by the (a) façade color and (b) roof color, respectively.

Ultimately, we delve into the correlation coefficients between the passing frequency of
the OD trip model and the façade color, as well as the roof color in the HSV color space,
as illustrated in Figure 11. Notably, there are at least moderate correlations between the
passing frequency and all three channels of the façade color. Specifically, the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the passing frequency and façade hue is 0.50, and the
Pearson correlation coefficient between the passing frequency and façade saturation is
0.60. The coefficient between the passing frequency and façade value is −0.70, indicating a
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negative but strong correlation. Regarding the roof color, we observe a weak correlation
between the passing frequency and roof hue (a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.27)
and a moderate correlation between the passing frequency and roof saturation (a Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.62). The correlation between the passing frequency and roof value
is the highest, indicating a strong correlation (a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.74).

Figure 11. Correlation analysis between passing frequency based on the OD trip model and urban
color in the HSV color space.

Our research uncovers a significantly stronger correlation between the color of building
façades and the structure of the transportation network compared to the relationship
between the color of building roofs and the network structure. Additionally, we observe a
more pronounced correlation between urban color and the origin–destination trip model in
the city, as opposed to the correlation between urban color and the random walk model. A
key finding emphasizes that, during travel to destinations, the frequency of road segments
is linked to the color attributes of façades. Specifically, a higher frequency is associated with
bluer façades, increased saturation, and lower brightness. These correlation coefficients
fall within the moderate range of 0.5 to 0.7, indicating meaningful correlations. These
findings imply a direct proportionality between the utilization of main roads and urban
color, underscoring a substantial relationship between the structure of the transportation
network and urban color.

4. Discussion

Our research brings forth several distinctive aspects that set it apart from the existing
work in the field. First and foremost, we leverage drone technology in an innovative manner
to systematically analyze urban color dynamics. While drones have found applications in
urban studies, our approach stands out by focusing on the collection of high-resolution data,
specifically from building façades and roofs. This emphasis allows us to uncover nuanced
color patterns that contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of urban aesthetics.
A second key differentiator is our effort to bridge the gap between studies that typically
examine urban color or macroscopic urban structures in isolation. In our research, we
establish correlations between building colors and macroscopic urban structures, offering a
holistic perspective on the intricate interplay between visual aesthetics and architectural
features. Lastly, our study introduces and applies statistical methods to systematically
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analyze urban color patterns. By mapping colors to the HSV color space and establishing
correlations with building structures, we contribute a nuanced understanding of how
architectural features influence the overall aesthetic composition of urban environments.

Despite these notable contributions, it is essential to acknowledge certain limitations
for the sake of research transparency. Firstly, our study focused exclusively on the main
urban area of Hangzhou, and while the findings are indicative, they may not fully encap-
sulate the diversity present across the entire city. Generalizing our results to the broader
cityscape should be approached with caution. Secondly, the sensitivity of drone imagery to
weather conditions and the time of capture poses a challenge. While efforts were made to
account for these variations, factors such as cloud cover and seasonal changes may have
introduced some level of variability in the collected data. Lastly, caution is warranted when
generalizing our findings to other cities. Urban color dynamics are intricately influenced
by unique cultural, geographical, and developmental factors. The transferability of our
results to different contexts may necessitate further exploration.

5. Future Recommendations

Notwithstanding the above limitations, we firmly believe that our study contributes
substantially to the field by providing in-depth insights into the correlation between urban
color patterns and macroscopic urban structures. Meticulous measures were taken to
address and mitigate potential challenges, and our findings enrich the existing body of
knowledge in urban studies. In future work, we aim to explore methodologies that allow
for a more nuanced classification of building types, considering factors such as architectural
style, function, building materials, and cultural significance [51–54]. Additionally, our study
area, characterized by distinctive urban color patterns and macroscopic urban structures,
is also influenced by water-related features. The presence of rivers and lakes plays a
significant role in shaping the visual aesthetics of the city. By acknowledging these factors,
our future research aims to provide a comprehensive analysis that considers the interplay
between water elements and the identified urban characteristics.

6. Conclusions

This article provides a systematic elucidation of the general methodology employed
for the quantitative exploration of the intricate relationship between urban color and macro-
scopic urban structures through the application of statistical methods. The overarching goal
of this method is to enhance our understanding of color variations across diverse urban
areas. Through the integration of color data with architectural structure data, we can gain a
comprehensive insight into the city’s structure and unveil potential correlations between
urban color and architectural features. Our approach commences with the utilization of
drones to collect and extract colors from the roofs and façades of buildings in the main
urban area of Hangzhou. These colors are then meticulously mapped to the HSV color
space. Subsequently, we introduce both a random walk model and an origin–destination
trip model within the urban transportation network to simulate the movement of people in
the city. The random walk model simulates individuals navigating aimlessly through the
city, moving randomly along its roads. Conversely, the OD trip model involves individuals
generating an origin–destination pair based on functional areas, following a predetermined
probability distribution, and traversing from the initial location to the destination along the
shortest path in the transportation network.

Next, we delve into the analysis of the correlation between the color spaces of building
façades and roofs and the outcomes derived from the random walk model and origin–
destination trip model, respectively. Our study reveals a notably higher correlation between
the building façade color and the transportation network structure compared to that
between the building roof color and the network structure. Moreover, we identify a more
substantial correlation between urban color and the origin–destination trip model in the city
than between urban color and the random walk model. A pivotal discovery underscores
that as people travel to their destinations, the frequency of road segments correlates with
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the color attributes of façades. Specifically, a higher frequency corresponds to bluer façades,
increased saturation, and lower brightness. These correlation coefficients fall within the
range of 0.5 to 0.7, indicating moderate correlations.

The outcomes of our research bear meaningful implications for both research and
practice. Firstly, our study contributes to the expanding realm of research on urban color
dynamics. The unveiled correlations between building colors and macroscopic urban
structures pave the way for further exploration into the visual features that define cities.
Furthermore, the application of statistical methods to analyze urban color patterns provides
a systematic approach for future studies in this domain. Researchers can leverage similar
methodologies to gain profound insights into the relationships between architectural
structures and visual aesthetics. Turning to practical implications, our adept use of drones
for color data collection and analysis contributes to validating drone technology in urban
research. This may serve as inspiration for future studies to explore the potential of
drones in capturing high-resolution data for urban planning and design. Additionally,
the observed correlations between building colors and passing frequency offer valuable
input for urban planning and design guidelines. City planners and architects may integrate
these findings into decision-making processes related to color schemes and architectural
elements to enhance the visual appeal of urban spaces.
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